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Summer breaks never slowed us down! Our programs are still at full speed! We 
stay true to our mission by providing uninterrupted support to our youth, the 
change-makers of tomorrow. We also keep putting into action our faith in the 
power of cooperatives through all our initiatives. Our efforts have been boosted 
with the recent kickoff of new phases in our programs.

Embodying the spirit of cooperation, we took youth from our Agriculture and Education programs on 
a day out to the Taanayel farms, in a joint effort with the General Directorate of Cooperatives. 
Participants learnt about the importance of cooperation and about agriculture’s pivotal role in our 
lives. 

At GNFF, aggregating farmers has always been an essential pillar of our work. In collaboration with 
the General Directorate of Cooperatives, we gathered apple and fruit growers from Akoura and 
Kfardebian and laid the groundwork for the creation of new cooperatives.
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The youth gets introduced to different agricultural practices

Farmers discuss the multiple benefits of unifying their efforts

The difference between conventional farming (left) and integrated farming (right)

Farmers in Akkar work on a cropping calendar

IRSHAD brings farmers together
in Akoura and Kfardebiane

BASATINE is on full swing

makes agriculture
accessible to all

Following the promising success of its Seed Library 
Workshop, the Seed of Change virtual trainings continued, 
teaching participants new seed extraction, preservation 
and storage techniques.

Our  team is providing farmers with various trainings to increase efficiency and minimize post-harvest 
losses.

Funded by the Agence Française de 
Développement, BASATINE is a 
consortium led by CARE International 
Lebanon, in partnership with the 
Georges N. Frem Foundation, Berytech 
Foundation, Al Majmoua, Mercy Corps 
and the Lebanese Organization for 
Studies and Training.

Building up on the success of the first phase, we will provide the selected cooperatives with 
workshops and coaching sessions in cooperative governance and product development whilst 
creating market linkages.

CD4 is a U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) funded program, implemented by Land 
O’Lakes Venture 37 in partnership with GNFF

initiates its
second phase

Majdel el Koura women coop takes part in a capacity building training

Our Student Transport Program 
enabled our students to safely 
commute from their villages to the 
Lebanese University and to their 
Technical Institutes.
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We wish our students a restful summer break!

LEAD participants work towards building

their life project Time to unwind during the oriental
dancing classes!

TAJ welcomes the Cineclub of Al Younbouh NGO

Young actors improvise a scene
in their close-out showcase
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